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Introduction
Welcome to the Draconem sub-sector!
This creation is something that I began on my blog [www.andrewjluther.com] as a discussion of science fiction
roleplaying in the early days of the hobby with the first edition of the first SF RPG released back in 1977. Back in those
days, there was no “official” setting published in which players were expected to set their games. In fact, it was
generally expected that GMs would create their own sub-sectors far out on the frontier, with plenty of undiscovered
planets and very little in the way of vast interstellar organizations (such as navies, communications routes, etc.).
The Draconem sub-sector has been created with this feeling in mind.
There are no game stats in this document. It is assumed that you will use the RPG of your choice to play with these
worlds—and there are many great games out there.

The Draconem Sub-Sector is © 2017 Andrew J. Luther, published by Vanishing Goblin Inc.
Permission is given to print, share, or otherwise use the materials in any way you see fit as long as you a) do not
charge any money for this document, and b) give credit to the original author of this material.
All worlds, organizations and individuals in this document are fictional. Any resemblance to any persons, living or
dead, is not intentional.

The Draconem Sub-Sector
In creating the Draconem sub-sector, I made certain assumptions in the creation of this region of space.
Here are the rough details about the interstellar civilization from which the PCs came:
• Humans settled a large number of worlds, which then developed their own cultures and values.
• Eventually, explorers made contact with at least a dozen or more alien races. Most of the aliens were humanoid or
similar, but there is some truly strange sentient alien life out there.
• Many of the human planets and a handful of alien planets formed a Federation of Worlds. However, membership
was voluntary, and there were many worlds that did not choose to join.
• The Federation allowed individual worlds to maintain their own laws, customs, etc. However, they were expected to
contribute funds into a space navy. Otherwise, it was primarily aimed at encouraging trade and peaceful exchange
of ideas.
• The navy was more like a coast guard than a real navy, primarily engaged in fighting piracy and helping those ships
that encountered difficulty.
• The region of space where the Federation is based is very well explored and heavily settled. There are not many
opportunities for someone to make his/her own way—the best option in the Federation is to get a job working
for someone else. People who end up becoming PCs find that region of space to be stifling and impossible to get
ahead.
So the expectation is that the PCs, after mustering out of their last career, have left the safe confines of the
Federation of Worlds and come out to the frontier. And while the Draconem sub-sector certainly has a number of
settled words (forty, in fact), there is very little representation by the Federation. In fact, even the local navy is
contracted (see Voluntara).
And the sub-sectors that would be found if you went off the bottom, right or left of the star map...well, those are
pretty well unexplored too (and ready to be developed by the GM). Only by going “north” would you be returning in the
direction of the Federation of Worlds.
Please note, on the included star-map (see page 44), the green lines connecting the various planets are not
communications routes. Rather, they are star-lanes, which means that these are the most common routes traveled
by ships between worlds. If a star-lane doesn’t exist between two worlds, then the PCs’ ship will need a “Generate”
program to find a safe jump path from one to the other. Without such a program, they can only travel using the spacelanes.
And without communications route, the PCs could be the ones hired to take mail and other communications between
two worlds. Which means they could be the first ones in a system after a major event has occured, with no warning of
what they might encounter.

Bitan

Hex: 0103

Planet Description
Bitan is a slightly-smaller Earth-like planet. It has a climate and
land that is suitable for growing crops, and a pretty small population (1 million people).
Most the agricultural efforts are automated, allowing the low population to output more than would otherwise be possible.
The government is made up of experts who manage any interaction
with outside entities and help the companies that farm the land to
acquire needed supplies.
Overall, the people of Bitan are fairly happy, and this is one of the
more “successful” planets in the region.

Adventure Seeds
Singularity: One of the Artificial Intelligences that runs the
automatic farming equipment on a certain area has just gained
sentience. Someone hacked the central computer and uploaded
some kind of virus that triggered the transformation. The A.I.
now wants to get off the planet, and the farmers are looking
for people who can help them manage the situation.
Insect Problem: An infestation of local insects has destroyed not only a large crop, but also most of the textiles
ready for shipment that are produced in factories in
the northern hemisphere of the planet. Something in
the forests triggered their migration in numbers
never before seen, but the farmers on Bitan
don’t have the expertise to investigate. Also,
they need to get their remaining shipments
off planet as soon as possible.
Drug Mules: One of the farmers has
figured out how to make an organic
drug that is considered one of the best
experiences money can buy. He’s trying
to figure out how to get shipments of it
off planet without getting caught by the
local authorities. There are, of course,
members of a certain criminal enterprise who have heard about the drug
and want the secret of its production
for themselves.

Starport:
Planetary Diameter:
Atmosphere:
Hydrographic Percentage:
Population:
Planetary Government:
Law Level:
Technological Index:
Trade Classifications:

C—Routine
9,656 km (6,000 miles)
Standard
70%
1 million
Charismatic Oligarchy
9
8—Fusion Power
Agricultural,
Non-industrial
Gas Giants in System: Yes
Bases: Scout

Pirnath

Hex: 0104

Planet Description
Pirnath is one of the planets in this region of space that is inhabited by a non-human race. The Pirnath (their name for their race
is the same as their name for their world) are tall, thin, bipedal
creatures with six eyes and no aural receptors.
The Pirnath are psionically-gifted creatures, and they avoid humans and other alien races because their empathic nature leaves
them open to any emotions felt by non-Pirnath they encounter,
which causes them physical pain.
Approximately 1% of all Pirnath are born without any psionic talent,
and these beings are assigned to work at the Spaceport, dealing
with supply ships and the very occasional visitor. No non-Pirnath
are permitted anywhere on their planet other than their spaceport.
The primary export of Pirnath is beautiful works of crystal art, but
demand is low enough that the planet remains quite poor.

Adventure Seeds
Psionic Institute: Any human wishing to learn to access his
or her psionic power may attempt to travel to Pirnath and
request training. All non-Pirnath are turned away as a matter
of course, but those who show particular promise—and who
may be in a position to assist the Pirnath in some meaningful
way—may be accepted for training. The particulars are
left up to the referee.
Stowaway: After delivering a shipment of supplies to Pirnath, the PCs discover that one of
their number from the spaceport has stowed
away on their ship. This Pirnath is one of
those without any psionic talent, and he/
she has begun to question the religious
teachings of the Pirnath leaders. Will the
PCs help this alien get away from his/
her world?
Kidnapped: The PCs run into a man, a
former ship captain, who tells them that
the Pirnath sometimes kidnap crews
and do experiments on them before wiping their memories and returning them
to their ship. He claimed it happened to
himself and his crew, and now all of them
have committed suicide, one by one, until
he’s the only one left. He’s desperate to
get off planet, and worried that there’s a
ticking time bomb buried somewhere in his
unconscious.

Starport:
Planetary Diameter:
Atmosphere:
Hydrographic Percentage:
Population:
Planetary Government:
Law Level:
Technological Index:
Trade Classifications:

A—Excellent
3,219 km (2,000 miles)
Thin
10%
1 billion
Religious Dictatorship
9
8—Fusion Power
Non-industrial,
Poor
Gas Giants in System: Yes
Bases: None

Ansoria

Hex: 0107

Planet Description
Ansoria’s surface is mostly water, and the land masses are small
and scattered. There is no single government on the world, as
multiple settlements have grown up on the different islands and
each operates as an independent entity.
The primary export of Ansoria is agricultural products, and the
population of the planet is pretty small. Ansoria competes with
Bitan for the exportation of foodstuffs, but they have less land and
few people despite their world being of a similar size to Bitan.
Voluntara purchases most of Ansoria’s output, partly for consumption on Voluntara and the rest for shipping to other worlds in the
sub-sector. The representatives of Voluntara generally play the
various groups on Ansoria off against each other in order to get
the best prices.

Adventure Seeds
Sabotage: A representative of one of Ansoria’s farming
collectives is looking for a small group to travel to Bitan and
release a biological agent on the planet that will target their
crops. The representative assures the PCs that the tailored
virus will die out within a year, which will give Ansoria a chance
to make some profit before Bitan recovers, and there will be
no long-term effects.
Spies: One of the farming collectives is looking for
competitive information on their rivals so that they
will be in a stronger position when negotiating
during the sale of this season’s crops. They
need somebody to act as a buyer and get this
information from the other collectives, and
then pass it back to their patron.
Alliance: Two of the largest farming
collectives are considering the formation
of an alliance in order to dominate trade
on the planet. They know other collectives are spying on them, and they need
these spies caught, driven off, or fooled
so that they can get everything in place
discreetly.

Starport:
Planetary Diameter:
Atmosphere:
Hydrographic Percentage:
Population:
Planetary Government:
Law Level:
Technological Index:
Trade Classifications:

B—Good
9,656 km (6,000 miles)
Standard
80%
100,000
Balkanization
7
8—Fusion Power
Agricultural,
Non-industrial
Gas Giants in System: No
Bases: None

Zeno’s Paradox

Hex: 0108

Planet Description
The Stellar Systems Corp. (see Voluntara) has claimed this planet
ostensibly for its rich ore content. However, in the last year only
a small mining operation with 100 people has been established by
SSC on the surface.
The reality is that prospectors discovered the ruins of an ancient—
but extremely advanced—civilization. The city was discovered
underneath the surface, carved into the walls of massive natural
caverns.
At this point, the “miners” are all scientists and soldiers who are
tasked with exploring the ancient city and cataloging its wonders.
They have not yet attempted to remove any of the highly-advanced
machinery from the planet, but it is likely they will begin doing so
fairly soon.
The Scout base is located on the planet’s one small moon, and
there is no interaction between the Scouts and SSC’s team on the
surface of the planet.

Adventure Seeds
Extraction: One of the scientists on Zeno’s Paradox realizes
that there are powerful weapons in the ruins, and that SSC
hopes to figure out their use in order to gain leverage over the
other worlds in the sub-sector. He wants to steal one such
particularly powerful weapon, and has managed to get
a message off-planet. A friend on another world has
received the message and is looking to hire a crew
who can go in and extract the scientist from the
compound on the surface of Zeno’s Paradox.
Disappearing Ship: A Free Trader recently
jumped into the Zeno’s Paradox system
on his way to Encransia. He experienced
mechanical failure and was forced to
crash-land on the planet away from
the starport. He has apparently now
disappeared, and another Free Trader
wants to hire the PCs to find out what
happened to him. What he taken by SSC
security forces? Or did he stumble onto
something else entirely?
Smugglers’ Cargo: While at the
starport on Zeno’s Paradox, someone approaches the PCs and tries to hire them
to smuggle some packages off the planet.
The man claims they are full of scientific
equipment stolen from SSC, but he could be
lying.

Starport:
Planetary Diameter:
Atmosphere:
Hydrographic Percentage:
Population:
Planetary Government:
Law Level:
Technological Index:
Trade Classifications:
Gas Giants in System:
Bases:

B—Good
3,219 km (2,000 miles)
None
None
100
Participating Democracy
2
8—Fusion Power
Non-industrial
Yes
Scout

Encransia

Hex: 0109

Planet Description
Irena Bourreau is a brilliant scientist, charismatic public speaker,
and staunch environmentalist. When she proposed leading a group
of like-minded settlers to find a new world in which they could live
in harmony with nature, she found almost a million people willing to
go with her.
Encransia is a lush world and though the settlement has had some
difficulties at times, overall the project has been a resounding
success. Irena has enjoyed the fully confidence of the people,
and her governance has been flawless. At least, until a couple of
months ago.
Recently, evidence came to light that Irena has been stealing
money from the settlers of Encransia and lining her own pockets,
skimming money that is allocated for infrastructure projects on
the planet. Irena was arrested and imprisoned, and she awaits trial
while the settlers plan a general election to find a new leader.

Adventure Seeds
Framed!: A sizable group of settlers believe that Irena was
framed, and they want to hire the PCs to look into the situation
and determine if someone set her up. Others are willing to take
drastic action to convince the PCs to let the matter drop. Could
SSC be behind the frame-job in order to remove a thorn in
their side once and for all?
Election: With the election of a new governor for
Encransia imminent, tensions are running high.
The leading candidate, Dallas Bárta, has obvious
ties to SSC, but is still very popular among
the settlers. The underdog candidate, Ashok
Arbeit, needs all the help he can get, but he
promises to remain true to Irena’s vision
of an environmental utopia. Can the PCs
help Ashok beat his more popular—and
probably crooked—opponent?
Tour Guide: A wealthy Patron hires the
PCs to take him to Encransia so that
he can tour the untouched wilderness
and see the local wildlife. The Encransians do allow tours as long as there
is no interference with the animals or
despoiling of the natural surroundings.
But the Patron is also a hunter, and when
he sees a rare white panther he demands
the PCs help him hunt down the dangerous
creature in secret, while promising to make
it worth their while.

Starport:
Planetary Diameter:
Atmosphere:
Hydrographic Percentage:
Population:
Planetary Government:
Law Level:
Technological Index:
Trade Classifications:

D—Poor
8,047 km (5,000 miles)
Standard
60%
1 million
Non-Charismatic Leader
9
2—Wind Power
Agricultural,
Non-industrial
Gas Giants in System: No
Bases: None

Dust’s End

Hex: 0110

Planet Description
Dust’s End is an empty planet, with no valuable ores, no arable
land, and nothing worth extracting, exploiting, or settling. There
are no inhabitants, and no reason to visit.
Or, at least, that’s what everyone believes. It’s become such common knowledge that there is no reason for anyone to go there.
What people don’t know is that Stellar Systems Corp. (see Voluntara) established a “B” Class starport on the larger of the
planet’s two moons. Because SSC has discovered the entrance to a
wormhole in orbit around Dust’s End. And probes sent through the
wormhole indicate that not only is it stable, but it leads to a distant
sub-sector that is ripe for exploitation.
Once they have established their dominance in that region, SSC will
open up the route to trade, using their starport at Dust’s End to
service ships heading into and out of the distant sub-sector. They
just have to get their settlements in place before the Scout Service
discovers the wormhole.

Adventure Seeds
Off Limits: Someone has stumbled onto information that SSC is
doing something on Dust’s End, and they want to know what it
is. They offer to hire the PCs to travel to the system and gather
what information they can while remaining hidden. They are
willing to pay dearly for valuable information on SSC’s
activities.
Extraction: One of the scientists working on
Dust’s End has sent a coded message to a
family member on Voluntara, asking for them
to hire a team to extract him from SSC.
He believes the wormhole is not actually
stable, and will soon consume the entire
system, but no one else in SSC believes
him.
Invaders: A strange ship of unknown design recently came out of the wormhole
and attacked the starport, destroying
the ships and part of the base. A small
group of humans are now holed up in
the remains of the starport, waiting
for rescue. When the PCs are traveling
in the Encransia system, they intercept
the distress call. It’s mostly static, but it
reveals an attack on the port in Dust’s End.

Starport:
Planetary Diameter:
Atmosphere:
Hydrographic Percentage:
Population:
Planetary Government:
Law Level:
Technological Index:
Trade Classifications:

B—Good
9.656 km (6,000 miles)
Thin, tainted
30%
No inhabitants
None
N/A
N/A
Non-industrial,
Poor
Gas Giants in System: Yes
Bases: None

Voluntara

Hex: 0207

Planet Description
Voluntara is the base planet of Stellar Systems Corp. in this
sub-sector. SSC is a vast corporation with holdings across the
Federated Planets and along the frontier. The local company in
each sub-sector operates mostly independently, extending the
reach, profitability, and power of the company across known space.
SSC is contracted by the Federated Planets to maintain a local
naval fleet and provide assistance and protection to planets within
the sub-sector. The navy usually stays out of local politics and
maintains a general air of impartiality, but ultimately it is owned
and operated by SSC and will never take action that is harmful to
SSC’s interests in the sub-sector.
Voluntara itself is a mountainous planet with a great deal of
volcanic activity. While the atmosphere is breathable, it is dense
and many find it uncomfortable to go outside the enclosed cities
without a breathing apparatus.

Adventure Seeds
Corporate Interests: Stellar Systems Corp. may hire freelancers (the PCs) to perform discreet, deniable jobs anywhere
in the sub-sector. These jobs may include:
• Spying on individuals, governments, or other corporations.
• Transporting individuals who do not wish to be identified as
SSC employees to various planets in the sub-sector.
• Smuggling certain cargoes past local customs
inspectors.
• Sabotaging equipment or projects belonging to
corporate rivals.
• Stealing equipment or data from corporate
rivals.
• Planting evidence (framing) certain
individuals who act against the interests
of SSC.
• Assassinating certain individuals who
act against the interests of SSC.
• Kidnapping individuals from rival
corporations and bringing them to
SSC for “aggressive recruitment.”
• Convincing—through charm, bribery,
or intimidation—certain individuals or
groups to align themselves with SSC
interests.
• Searching for and recovering lost
artifacts that could be of value to SSC.
The Other Side: On the other hand, SSC
works very well as a large villain in the
sub-sector, and PCs may well find themselves hired by various individuals to stop
any of the actions on the above list from being
perpetrated by SSC freelancers.

Starport:
Planetary Diameter:
Atmosphere:
Hydrographic Percentage:
Population:
Planetary Government:
Law Level:
Technological Index:
Trade Classifications:
Gas Giants in System:
Bases:

A—Excellent
11,265 km (7,000 miles)
Dense
60%
10 million
Company/Corporation
1
10—Fusion Power
Non-industrial
Yes
Naval

Echo

Hex: 0208

Planet Description
Echo is a collection of about three dozen orbital cities as well
as settlements on the surface of the largest asteroids in the
belt that rings the system’s star. Mining is the chief activity in
the belt, and the miners are fiercely independent. However, they
recognize the need for a central government to coordinate the
settlements on important matters, so they have established a
representative democracy to manage system-wide issues.
Stellar Systems Corp. (see Voluntara) maintains a close trading
relationship with the settlements in the Echo system. SSC is
happy to sell the miners equipment and supplies in return for
their ore, and company representatives see no need to extend
their control beyond that at this point.
The Echo settlements also trade with Encransia for foodstuffs,
allowing the environmentalists to avoid doing any mining on their
own planet.

Adventure Seeds
Rescue: While in the system, a serious mishap occurs at a
mining operation on a large asteroid, and the PCs ship is the
closest one available to respond. There are too many miners
to all fit on the PCs ship, and so the PCs must help stabilize the
situation and save as many lives as they can.
Sabotage: Someone is sabotaging mining equipment
and life support on one of the orbital cities. The local
law enforcement is too small to catch the person,
and the PCs are offered the job to investigate
and find who is doing the damage and why.
Could it be that SSC is trying to force a deal
with the orbital city on terms that is favorable only to them?
Manhunt: The PCs are hired to capture
a criminal from another world who has
been tracked to this system. He’s hiding
out among the miners on one of the
settlements, and the citizens of this
system don’t appreciate the PCs coming
into their settlements and causing
disruptions.

Starport:
Planetary Diameter:
Atmosphere:
Hydrographic Percentage:
Population:
Planetary Government:
Law Level:
Technological Index:
Trade Classifications:
Gas Giants in System:
Bases:

C—Routine
Asteroid Complex
None
None
10,000
Representative Democracy
3
9—Fusion Power
Non-industrial
No
None

Ungerhath

Hex: 0305

Planet Description
Ungerhath is a planet on the brink of civil war. Originally established by a rich merchant family, the settlement on Ungerhath is
controlled by a small group of wealthy “overseers” while the rest
of the population are little more than indentured slaves at this
point.
The starport—originally established as a “B” class starport in
order to make profit from the connections to all four of the star
clusters in the sub-sector—has continued to deteriorate until it
has reached its current status.
The settlement is slowly going bankrupt, and the merchant family
sees no way to turn around their financial situation. The people
who toil under them are becoming more and more rebellious, and
it is only a matter of time before they rise up and remove their
overlords once and for all.

Adventure Seeds
Rebel Yell: The PCs are offered a job running weapons to the
rebels on Ungerhath. This will not be easy, as the ruling family
has hired mercenaries to ensure the locals do not get their
hands on any equipment that could even the odds.
Extraction: The PCs meet a woman on another planet who
managed to escape from Ungerhath. Now, she wants to
hire the PCs to extract the remaining members of her
family. Tensions on the planet are high, and security
forces are preventing any citizens from leaving.
Can the PCs smuggle out an entire family and
reunite them on another planet?
Bringing Down the House: The PCs could
be hired to work for the rebel forces and
help them overthrow the ruling class.
Activities could include assassination,
sabotage, negotiating with off-world
forces, trying to turn the mercenary
leaders working for the ruling family,
or any other reasonable jobs that are
appropriate.
Jackboots: Alternately, the PCs could
hire on with the ruling family and work
to undermine the rebellion. Many of the
same types of missions could be offered
to the PCs, but focused on removing
confidence in a successful rebellion.

Starport:
Planetary Diameter:
Atmosphere:
Hydrographic Percentage:
Population:
Planetary Government:
Law Level:
Technological Index:
Trade Classifications:

D—Poor
3,219 km (2,000 miles)
Thin, tainted
20%
100,000
Participating Democracy
2
7—Solar Power
Non-industrial,
Poor
Gas Giants in System: No
Bases: None

Caladon

Hex: 0401

Planet Description
When Gerardo Saylor discovered Caladon during his short stint
in the Scout Service almost a decade ago, he found he had hit the
jackpot. His discovery of a cache of advanced technology from a
previous alien culture allowed him to retire in comfort, and he was
able to attract settlers to his world despite the lack of land and the
tainted atmosphere.
The settlement on Caladon is a great floating city that incorporates all the advanced technology Gerardo discovered on his first
exploration of the planet.
Stellar Systems Corp. (see Voluntara) maintains a naval base in
orbit around Caladon. Gerardo knows they send spies down to his
planet to attempt to examine, copy, or steal his technology for
their own use, but so far he has managed to stymie them at every
turn. Outwardly, he maintains friendly relations with the navy, but
he doesn’t trust them, and is prepared for the day they try to take
his world away from him.

Adventure Seeds
Spies: SSC or another faction offers to hire the PCs to go to
Caladon and steal whatever data or technology they can. The
security forces are focused on preventing just this kind of
activity, so it won’t be easy. Other agents from other factions
could also complicate the matters, too.
Counterspies: Gerardo might offer to hire the PCs
to act as counterspies against any missions to
steal his technology. He will likely do this if he
has information that a particular mission is
about be conducted on a certain target, but
he might also put the PCs on retainer to
work for him on an ongoing basis.
It’s Alive: A highly-advanced android
that can pass for human has acted as an
advisor to Gerardo Saylor for the last
decade. However, something has gone
wrong with its programming, and it
recently fled Caladon without explanation. Saylor hires the PCs to quietly find
and retrieve the android without letting
anyone on that it is an artificial being.
The android has gone to Mindava and is
searching the oceans there, but what is
it trying to find?

Starport:
Planetary Diameter:
Atmosphere:
Hydrographic Percentage:
Population:
Planetary Government:
Law Level:
Technological Index:
Trade Classifications:
Gas Giants in System:
Bases:

A—Excellent
12,875 km (8,000 miles)
Standard, tainted
100% (water world)
10,000
Feudal Technocracy
7
15—Fusion Power
Non-industrial
Yes
Naval

Xerarch

Hex: 0402

Planet Description
Xerarch is a rather primitive planet, having experienced a series
of devastating earthquakes five years ago that destroyed almost
all of their infrastructure and led to the loss nearly all their
population.
The remaining survivors have struggled to hold on, and are
desperate for help. The Navy has provided some relief in the form
of food and respirators, but otherwise has refused to step in and
help with technology or moving the remaining people to another
planet.
At this point, the technological index has fallen to 3, and the
government is barely holding the remaining society together.
Gerardo Saylor of Caladon is also providing food, and has sent
experts to help them recover what technology they can, but he’s
concerned the Navy is using this emergency to try to get him to
give up his technological secrets, and he knows he can’t afford to
do that.

Adventure Seeds
Disaster Relief: The PCs could be offered various jobs related
to providing relief to the remaining people on Xerarch:
• Delivering supplies (e.g. medicine, food, equipment, etc.)
• Rescue operations in some of the destroyed cities.
• Search for survivors in the danger zones.
• Repair/rebuild infrastructure.
• Move people to Caladon or other nearby worlds
who are willing to take refugees.
Eggheads: A group of scientists are interested
in what caused the devastating earthquakes
across the planet, and offer to hire the
PCs to take them to Xerarch and keep
them safe while they travel around the
planet planting sensors, collecting data,
and otherwise getting themselves into
dangerous situations for which they are
entirely unsuited.
Earthquake!: While on Xerarch delivering supplies or helping out the people
on the planet, another series of quakes
hits. This time, great fissures open up
in the ground, cutting off the PCs from
their ship, aircar, etc. They must find a
way to cross the dangerous landscape
and recover their ship before they can get
off the planet.

Starport:
Planetary Diameter:
Atmosphere:
Hydrographic Percentage:
Population:
Planetary Government:
Law Level:
Technological Index:
Trade Classifications:
Gas Giants in System:
Bases:

X—None
8,047 km (5,000 miles)
Very thin
40%
10,000
Civil Service Bureaucracy
9
3—Water wheel
Non-industrial
Yes
None

Trollsden

Hex: 0403

Planet Description
Trollsden is a cold, harsh world inhabited by fierce beasts—named
“Trolls” by the handful of humans currently stationed there—that
are a bad-tempered mixture of prehistoric ground sloth and grizzly
bear, with rudimentary levels of sentience.
A group representing varied interests—both mercantile and
political—is currently on Trollsden performing an evaluation of the
planet for a possible joint-venture settlement. However, the Trolls
represent a serious threat to any visitors to the planet as they are
nearly invisible to sensors, their hides blend in with the snow and
ice, they appear to live on every continent, and they are cunning
and extremely deadly to any non-Troll life.
Any group choosing to settle on the planet is going to have to
deal with the Trolls one way or another. One of the scientists has
speculated that perhaps its possible to communicate with them,
but they are not sure how to go about attempting such a task.

Adventure Seeds
The Most Dangerous Game: A hunter wishes to hire the PCs
to take him to Trollsden and provide support while he hunts
the dangerous Trolls. He doesn’t believe the rumor that the
creatures are sentient, and probably wouldn’t care even if it
was proven to be true.
Communication Skills: Because it is too dangerous to
do in the wild, a small team of scientists want to try
to capture a Troll in order to try various means of
communication with it. Enter the PCs, who are
hired to lead the team that will conduct the
capture. Needless to say, this is extremely dangerous, and even a captured and
sedated Troll is not something you want on
your ship.
Sabotage: The PCs are hired to escort
representatives of the group that is
considering settling on Trollsden as they
explore the planet. This includes taking
core samples, evaluating settlement
sites, setting up weather monitoring
stations, and more. Of course, the Trolls
continue to attack the group whenever
possible, and at times it seems like they
are making coordinated efforts to drive
the group off the planet.

Starport:
Planetary Diameter:
Atmosphere:
Hydrographic Percentage:
Population:
Planetary Government:
Law Level:
Technological Index:
Trade Classifications:
Gas Giants in System:
Bases:

E—Frontier
6,437 km (4,000 miles)
Standard, tainted
70%
10
Balkanization
7
8—Fusion Power
Non-industrial
Yes
Scout

Jansoche

Hex: 0404

Planet Description
Jansoche is a primitive planet with a technological index similar
to Earth near the beginning of the 20th century.
No one is sure who originally settled the planet, as the inhabitants
have a local recorded (though mostly oral) history going back
more than 1000 years, long before the Federated Planets was
established or humans even discovered space travel. Their history does not speak of their arrival in the system, so it remains a
mystery.
Despite the very thin atmosphere, the humans—and it has been
established that they are human—have much larger and stronger
lungs than typical human beings and so do not require respirators. All normal human visitors to the planet do require appropriate breathing equipment, however.

Adventure Seeds
Origins: Someone is looking to find out just when this colony
was originally established, and by whom. There have got to
be clues on the planet, but the PCs will not be required to use
local resources and technology, as local authorities do not
generally permit advanced tech to be used to by visitors to the
planet. There are clues buried in forgotten bunkers that wait
to be discovered, but ancient security systems won’t make it
easy.
Smugglers: A small group of investors on Jansoche
would love to get their hands on advanced tech,
despite the government prohibition. They would
be willing to pay quite a bit of money for
advanced power plants and weaponry, but it
won’t be easy landing a ship on the planet
unnoticed to avoid inspectors.
Let’s go Camping!: Wealthy tourists
sometimes like to “rough it” on Jansoche and partake of the local “quaint
and primitive” culture there. The PCs
are hired to escort a family, but of
course they are not used to the lack of
advanced tech and get themselves into
all kinds of mischief and misunderstandings while they are there.

Starport:
Planetary Diameter:
Atmosphere:
Hydrographic Percentage:
Population:
Planetary Government:
Law Level:
Technological Index:
Trade Classifications:
Gas Giants in System:
Bases:

E—Frontier
9,656 km (6,000 miles)
Very thin
50%
10 million
Civil Service Bureaucracy
7
4—Coal Power
None
No
None

Stallus

Hex: 0406

Planet Description
Stallus is nearly all ocean and is controlled by the Stallus family, a
close relative—and ally—to the Rynbury family (see Rynbury).
Like their relatives, the Stallus believe that nobles are born to rule,
and common people born to be ruled. They are a petty, scheming
lot, and would love to be in charge of a better planet (or more
planets) and will do nearly anything to see that happen.
The oceans of Stallus itself are filled with amazingly diverse sea
life. Rumors abound of leviathans that inhabit the deepest regions,
great creatures of immense size and transcendent wisdom. The
rulers of Stallus would like nothing more than to capture one, but
so far have been unable to locate the creatures, leading many to
conclude they are nothing more than myths.

Adventure Seeds
A Hunting We Will Go: The Stallus family offers to hire the PCs
to lead an underwater mission to find and capture and/or kill a
leviathan. Failing that, any proof of their existence and information about them is valuable.
Answers: If the rumors are true, the leviathans can be
communicated with and might provide great insight into cosmic
mysteries. Those who come in peace, seeking wisdom, could
find that locating the creatures is much easier than coming
with evil intent. What secrets might these great beings
know, and how much are they willing to share?
Family Politics: The Stallus family has a great
number of cousins, and they are always jockeying for position. PCs could be hired by one
of the family members to “advance their
interests” which might include spying on,
stealing from, or outright assassinating a
rival family member.

Starport:
Planetary Diameter:
Atmosphere:
Hydrographic Percentage:
Population:
Planetary Government:
Law Level:
Technological Index:
Trade Classifications:
Gas Giants in System:
Bases:

C—Routine
6,437 km (4,000 miles)
Standard, tainted
90%
1 million
Feudal Technocracy
2
10—Fusion Power
Non-industrial
No
None

Quarlsbury

Hex: 0407

Planet Description
This planet was originally settled by the Quarlsbury noble family,
rivals of the Rynburys (see Rynbury), but as the people have
come to demand more rights, the Quarlsbury family has become
little more than figureheads. Still, they have great wealth and
enjoy their popularity with the common people.
Trade continues with Rynbury and their allies, but tensions are
high and it would not take much to lead to all-out war between
the factions. The leaders on Quarlsbury are worried, though,
that they would lose everything in such a conflict. Quarlsbury is
closed allied with the people of Allandros and Nautaloci, and was
allied with Julliett before Rynbury invaded and took control of
that planet.
Quarlsbury itself is a mostly-dry planet with a tainted atmosphere. Despite this, there is a native beast—vaguely resembling
buffalo—with meat that is tender and sweet and in demand
across the sub-sector.

Adventure Seeds
The Rivalry: The Quarlsbury family and the government agree
that Rynbury presents a real threat to peace and prosperity
in this cluster of stars, if not the entire sub-sector. They know
that Rynbury sees Quarlsbury as a potential target, and expect
that their rivals will launch operations against them.
The Quarlsbury family and government may offer the
PCs any of the following jobs (based on their areas
of expertise):
• Spying on Rynbury, Stallus, and their allies.
• Catching (or preventing) Rynbury spies
from stealing Quarlsbury secrets.
• Securely delivering sensitive communications to Allandros and back.
• Escorting diplomats between Quarlsbury and Allandros, or on state visits
to Rynbury itself.
• Performing counter-terrorism
activities.
• Body-guarding Quarlsbury nobles
and/or high-ranking government
officials.
Rustlers: One of the ranchers on
Quarlsbury believes his neighbor is
stealing his buffolon—the local name for
the buffalo-like creatures—and he wants
the man caught and the buffolon returned.
He hires the PCs to “catch the bastard in
the act.” But the rancher is actually trying to
frame his neighbor.

Starport:
Planetary Diameter:
Atmosphere:
Hydrographic Percentage:
Population:
Planetary Government:
Law Level:
Technological Index:
Trade Classifications:
Gas Giants in System:
Bases:

A—Excellent
8,047 km (5,000 miles)
Standard, tainted
20%
1 million
Representative Democracy
8
11—Fusion Power
Non-industrial
Yes
None

Otiluke

Hex: 0504

Planet Description
Otiluke is the home planet of the primitive Wisps—which is the
human name for them as their own name is incomprehensible—a
race that resembles floating balls of light and electricity and who
communicate telepathically.
The Wisps organize themselves into thousands of nomadic tribes
that travel across the surface of the planet. They do not appear to
consume anything, and since they float in the air they travel over
both land and water equally.
Wisps are friendly and welcoming, and conflict between tribes has
never been witnessed by human eyes. The Wisps also welcome humans to live among them, as long as they abandon any technology
beyond a technological index of 3. There are around a dozen small
settlements of humans on the planet, but in total they number a
few hundred at most.

Adventure Seeds
The Wisp Mystery: No one knows how the Wisps manage to
produce goods for export, but it is agreed that their goods
are superior to anything found anywhere else in the sub-sector. However, they don’t appear to consume anything, and so
they accumulate money from their exports and yet don’t have
anything on which they spend that money. This leads to two
potential jobs for PCs:
• Spy on the Wisps and find out how they produce their
goods, or if they do not produce it themselves, how
they manage to acquire them.
• There are great amounts of money on the
planet, and the Wisps don’t seem to have any
use for it. Where are these riches stored,
and could an enterprising group manage
to steal some (or all) of it and set themselves up for life?
Murder Most Foul: A family in one of
the small settlements is found in their
homestead, all dead and their bodies
charred by what look like electrical
burns. The Wisps declare that none of
their number have committed the act,
so the settlers hire the PCs to investigate and find out what really happened.
Are the Wisps telling the truth, or has
one of their number started killing
humans?

Starport:
Planetary Diameter:
Atmosphere:
Hydrographic Percentage:
Population:
Planetary Government:
Law Level:
Technological Index:
Trade Classifications:
Gas Giants in System:
Bases:

C—Routine
11,265 km (7,000 miles)
Standard
60%
100 million
Balkanization
9
3—Water wheel
Rich
Yes
None

Rynbury

Hex: 0507

Planet Description
The Rynbury family believes keeping power in the hands of their
own family and few select allies. They treat their subjects with
barely-concealed contempt and use them however they feel is
necessary to gain more power.
The allies of Rynbury include the planets of Stallus (hex 0406),
Wembly (hex 0606), Yavolin (hex 1608), and Koujatut (hex 0707).
The forces on Rynbury recently invaded Julliett and took over
control the planet. Contrary to the expectations of neighboring
worlds, the navy did not intervene and has refused to “take sides in
an internal matter,” despite protests by Quarlsbury.
Rynbury itself is a poor world with little water and a high population. The “common people” have no say in their government, and
technology is strictly controlled by the ruling class.

Adventure Seeds
Plans and Plots: The Rynbury family has plans to expand their
power base throughout the sub-sector, and they have a great
deal of potential work for those with flexible morals. Jobs for
Rynbury could include any (or all) of the following:
• Smuggling illegal goods to or from planets with strict laws.
• Assassinating individuals on other worlds who stand in the
way of the Rynbury plans.
• Spying on rivals and gathering information about
their own plans and their weaknesses.
• Transporting Rynbury diplomats to other worlds.
• Transporting messages among Rynbury and
their allies.
• Sabotage of technology or infrastructure
on planets of Rynbury’s rivals.
• Planting evidence to frame rivals for
crimes that will cause them difficulty on
their own worlds.
• Standard trade operations among
Rynbury and its allies.
Rebels: With such a large population,
it is almost guaranteed some of them
would resent the control the Rynbury
family maintains over the planet. A small
group of rebels is trying to build up a
power base which they can use to strike
at the Rynbury family and topple the dictators. But they need training, weapons,
gear, money, and people who know how to
conduct covert operations. Enter the PCs…

Starport:
Planetary Diameter:
Atmosphere:
Hydrographic Percentage:
Population:
Planetary Government:
Law Level:
Technological Index:
Trade Classifications:

A—Excellent
9,656 km (6,000 miles)
Very thin
20%
1 billion
Feudal Technocracy
2
12—Fusion Power
Non-industrial,
Poor
Gas Giants in System: Yes
Bases: Naval

Julliett

Hex: 0508

Planet Description
Julliett is a harsh world with rich veins of ore to be mined. The
planet was recently invaded by Rynbury, its government—a representative democracy—dissolved. The people are mostly simple
miners and have no ability to fight off trained soldiers.
The Naval base on this planet is small and old, with only a skeleton
crew operating here for basic parts repairs. The newer base on
Rynbury has mostly replaced it, and the base here will likely be
shut down completely within the next year.
The authorities still permit outsiders to land at the spaceport, but
travel beyond that point is strictly regulated and generally denied.

Adventure Seeds
What’s What: The PCs are hired to travel to Julliett and spy
on the conditions there and see if there is a possibility to help
the locals fight off the Rynbury forces. Getting to the planet
is easy, but the security forces at the starport are alert for
anyone trying to act against the interests of Rynbury.
The Resistance: The PCs are offered a job transporting
messages from a small group on Julliett who hope to drive off
the Rynbury forces to Quarlsbury and back. They will need a
cover to make frequent trips to Julliett, and could be the
single lifeline between Julliett and the only world willing
to help them.
Claim Jumping: With the Rynbury soldiers tied
up overseeing Julliett’s population, there are
opportunities for enterprising PCs to sneak
onto the planet and set up their own mining
operations in remote areas. It’s dangerous, but the profits can be well worth the
risk.

Starport:
Planetary Diameter:
Atmosphere:
Hydrographic Percentage:
Population:
Planetary Government:
Law Level:
Technological Index:
Trade Classifications:
Gas Giants in System:
Bases:

B—Good
4,828 km (3,000 miles)
Very thin, tainted
40%
100,000
Captive Government
7
12—Fusion Power
Non-industrial
No
Naval

Allandros

Hex: 0509

Planet Description
A series of more than 2000 orbital cities float among the asteroids
in a vast belt that rings the star. Some cities are huge, with more
than 5 million inhabitants, while are other are much smaller with
only a few thousand.
This is the most technologically-advanced system in the entire
sub-sector, and as such, no other planet or faction is willing to
cross them. Only Hantash (hex 0704) has as large a population.
The orbital factories produce countless goods, and the raw materials are mined from the other planets in the system or shipped in
from other systems in the sub-sector.
Allandros boasts both a Naval base and a Scout base. The Naval
base is the second-largest in the sub-sector—only the base at
Voluntara is larger. The Scout base here, along with the one at
Mindava (hex 0710), is the jumping-off point for exploration into the
next sub-sector to the “south” of this one.
The government of Allandros is allied with that of Quarlsbury and
has spoken out against the recent actions of Rynbury. The population, however, is not willing to go to war over Julliett, and so
the government is preparing to table a vote on sanctions against
Rynbury until they relinquish control of Julliett to its own people.

Adventure Seeds
Smörgåsbord: Nearly any type of job could
be offered to PCs while they are in this
system:
• As allies of Quarlsbury, the government might hire the PCs to conduct
discreet operations (mostly spying)
against Rynbury and those planets
allied with it.
• The government is mostly faceless, but
that doesn’t preclude crooked administrators trying to make a profit off the
citizens illegally.
• The high law level is ostensibly for the safety
of the citizens, but smuggling is a regular
issue as people demand things that they are not
“supposed” to have.
• Industrial espionage is a real threat, as other planets
attempt to steal technological secrets or equipment. The
PCs could end up on either side of this game.
• Normal trade is a huge part of Allandros’ operations.

Starport:
Planetary Diameter:
Atmosphere:
Hydrographic Percentage:
Population:
Planetary Government:
Law Level:
Technological Index:
Trade Classifications:

B—Good
Asteroid Complex
None
None
10 billion
Impersonal Bureaucracy
9
17—Anti-Matter
Non-Agricultural,
Industrial
Gas Giants in System: Yes
Bases: Naval, Scout

Fool’s Gold

Hex: 0601

Planet Description
The settlement on Fool’s Gold was established by Imrus Adami, a
man who managed to convince many settlers to follow him into the
unknown. After his death, his son Anan took over and established
the current Feudal Technocracy, where he carefully doles out
access to technology to those who agree to serve him.
Fool’s Gold wasn’t the original name of the planet, but it rapidly became known by that moniker more than a decade ago by
off-worlders and by those who are trapped there working for the
current rulers.

Adventure Seeds
That Sinking Feeling: Fool’s Gold is a planet on the decline, and
there are always opportunities for PCs who take a chance on a
sinking ship:
• Citizens are looking to move to another planet and need
transportation. They may also be running from some kind of
trouble.
• Anan Adami needs help to keep the settlement going, and
he’s willing to pay for expertise to improve the situation,
though he refuses to relinquish control of the planet to any
other type of government.
• The lack of an effective law enforcement or military
organization means that planetary resources are
available for those bold enough to take them.
• Removing Anan Adami and taking his place
could provide the PCs with their own world,
though they will also inherit all the problems, too.
Salvage: There are long-standing rumors
among the people of Fool’s Gold that
Imrus Adami had a second ship full of
advanced technology that he hid somewhere on the planet or on one of the
planet’s two moons, but he died without
revealing it to his son. No one knows
if this is true, of course, and few have
had the resources to search the planet
and moons for it. The PCs could hear
the rumor themselves, or they could be
hired by Anan to find the ship as a lifeline
for his settlement.

Starport:
Planetary Diameter:
Atmosphere:
Hydrographic Percentage:
Population:
Planetary Government:
Law Level:
Technological Index:
Trade Classifications:
Gas Giants in System:
Bases:

C—Routine
8.047 km (5,000 miles)
None
60%
1,000
Feudal Technocracy
1
6—Fission Power
Non-industrial
Yes
None

Kabbulu

Hex: 0603

Planet Description
The Kabbulu are strange, plantlike creatures that live on the world
that bears their name. They are vaguely humanoid in shape, but
their bodies are composed of bundles of plant fibers that act like
human muscles.
The Kabbulu are peaceful creatures who are endlessly amused by
human habits, speech patterns, clothing, and personalities. They
will willingly trade with anyone, and it is impossible to intimidate
them because they refuse to take any threats seriously.
There are rumors of humans who tried to become actually violent with a member of the Kabbulu race, and who were suddenly
enveloped, suffocated, and consumed. There are no eyewitnesses
to this, however, and so it remains a legend.

Adventure Seeds
Traders: Normal trading opportunities abound on Kabbulu,
especially as many items that would use plastics or metals are
produced on Kabbulu using plant fibers instead. This means
that such equipment would not be detectable by metal detectors. So far no one has managed to make a working firearm
using these materials, but it is just a matter of time.
Tour Guides: A few Kabbulu are always looking to travel
off-planet and see the other worlds in the sub-sector.
Their genial nature and curiosity make them excellent
passengers. What could possibly go wrong?
Music Lover: Recently the Kabbulu have become
obsessed with human music. Anyone managing
to bring musical groups to the planet itself
could make a huge profit providing concert
tours around the world.

Starport:
Planetary Diameter:
Atmosphere:
Hydrographic Percentage:
Population:
Planetary Government:
Law Level:
Technological Index:
Trade Classifications:
Gas Giants in System:
Bases:

D—Poor
9.656 km (6,000 miles)
Dense
60%
1 billion
Charismatic Oligarchy
9
6—Fission Power
None
Yes
Scout

Newhome

Hex: 0604

Planet Description
Newhome was settled by a group of humans from an overpopulated planet in the Federated Worlds and has been fairly
successful. What they didn’t expect was that many of the worlds
near them were populated by alien races.
Newhome is predicated on the concept of individual freedom, and
their government is kept small (and generally powerless). While
there are laws, they are few and enforcement is lax. This has led
to great inefficiencies and increases the difficulty of dealing with
them, as Free Traders sometimes find they’ve made deals with
people who have no ability to live up to their end of the bargain.
The small population is primarily due to the lack of good space,
as the land above sea level is mostly mountainous and rocky.

Adventure Seeds
Bounty Hunters: The limited law enforcement on the planet
makes it a haven for those fleeing the law on other worlds. PCs
could be hired to hunt down a criminal who has made his/her
way here to hide out. Other locals would likely interfere with
bounty hunters trying to apprehend someone as they see that
as infringing on an individual’s freedom.
Your Brain on Drugs: A recent batch of narcotics delivered
to the planet has turned out to be defective, and people
are dying or taking permanent mental harm from its
use. Was it a manufacturing error, or did someone
tamper with the shipment? The PCs could be hired
by local authorities to find out who supplied this
drug to the users, or perhaps the Family on
Wembly asks the PCs to find out who tampered with their product.
Wave 2: A second colony ship from the
same planet as the original settlers
arrives in the system, with the intent
of joining Newhome. There are nearly
50,000 new settlers who wish to live on
the planet, but there isn’t enough land
to house them all. PCs could be offered
a few different jobs in this situation:
• Bringing in equipment and supplies
to build a floating city for the new
settlers.
• Helping the new arrivals adapt to
their new home.
• Acting as intermediaries in the negotiations between the planetary government
and the colony ship’s leaders.
• Helping the colonists find another world
that will take them—if the government of
Newhome refuses.

Starport:
Planetary Diameter:
Atmosphere:
Hydrographic Percentage:
Population:
Planetary Government:
Law Level:
Technological Index:
Trade Classifications:
Gas Giants in System:
Bases:

A—Excellent
11,265 km (7,000 miles)
Standard
80%
100,000
Representative Democracy
1
8—Fusion Power
Non-industrial
Yes
None

Kalkuzy

Hex: 0605

Planet Description
Kalkuzy is a desert planet dotted with a dozen or so immense,
domed cities. The lower levels of the cities are filled with industrial
factories, while the highest towers are reserved for the rich elite.
Unlike other planets of this nature, the ruling body enjoys the support of the common people due to their flamboyant personalities
and the endless entertainment video-casts they make about their
lives high above. They are celebrities as well as rulers, and they
provide a form of escapism for those who toil in the factories.
Kalkuzy enjoys a unique position, situated on the only direct route
between the northern and southern clusters of worlds. Despite
this, they have not been able to maintain a Class B starport, and
their facilities are always just a little behind of where they should
be considering the traffic that passes along this route.

Adventure Seeds
Make You A Star: The ruling class is always looking for new
ways to entertain the masses, and they often hire Free Traders
to make appearances on their shows and get involved in
various hi-jinks. The PCs could be offered such a job, only to
be on location when one of the nobles is found murdered. Can
the PCs solve the crime live on vid-cast or will they become
scapegoats hated by everyone on the planet?
Air Sickness Bags: A highly-contagious virus has
broken out among the population of Kalkuzy, and it
mutates too fast for an anti-virus to be developed.
It’s deadly to the weak and elderly, and makes
everyone else very sick.
• The PCs could be hired to help quarantine
the ruling class to ensure they remain
healthy, though if none of them get sick,
it could be the turning point in the
populace’s love of their rulers.
• The danger of the virus getting off
planet is high, but there are not
enough Navy ships to quarantine the
planet and still perform their other
duties in the sub-sector. The PCs
could be hired to patrol the space
lanes in other parts of the sub-sector as temporary Navy contractors.
• There is some evidence that the virus
is man-made and was released on
purpose. If the original samples could
be found, it would help the doctors find
a cure and prevent further infections.
The PCs might be able to help follow the
trail of clues and discover the culprits, and
their lab.

Starport:
Planetary Diameter:
Atmosphere:
Hydrographic Percentage:
Population:
Planetary Government:
Law Level:
Technological Index:
Trade Classifications:

C—Routine
6,437 km (4,000 miles)
Thin, tainted
None
1 billion
Charismatic Oligarchy
9
11—Fusion Power
Industrial,
Poor
Gas Giants in System: No
Bases: None

Wembly

Hex: 0606

Planet Description
Wembly is ruled by “the family” as they are commonly called, a
group of relations who control most of the organized crime in
the sub-sector.
The family has contacts on every human-controlled world, and
they have figured out how to profit from the illicit activities that
take place anywhere people gather. They provide the means,
and their customer provide the cash.
The planet itself is mostly bare rock, with vegetation consisting
entirely of large moss colonies and low scrub brush. Various
types of birds and rodents are the primary fauna, and there is
little to recommend Wembly as a place to live.
The family maintains a decent starport, as this world is one of
only two with access to the rest of the cluster in this part of
the sub-sector, the other being Quarlsbury (hex 0407).

Adventure Seeds
Connected: PCs with flexible morals could take various jobs
for the Family to extend their criminal empire across the
sub-sector.
• Enforcers threaten (or remove) rival criminals and make
sure no one else muscles in on the Family’s “services.” They
also hunt down those who owe money to the Family and
run away without paying up.
• Killers eliminate anyone who the Family designates an enemy.
• Wheelers and Dealers negotiate on behalf of
the family, whether it’s bribing starport/
government officials on various planets,
establishing new distribution networks,
or helping free accused criminals
working for the Family.
• Bagmen are the key to the delivery
network for drugs, illegal goods, or
anything that needs transport (and
sometimes smuggling) onto a planet.
• Trainers provide training for the
various thugs and soldiers who work
for the family.
Justice for All: The Navy is not concerned with planetary law enforcement
and therefore ignores the activities of
the Family. However, many planets would
love to rid themselves of these criminal
elements. Furthermore, individuals who
find themselves threatened, blackmailed,
or otherwise in trouble with the Family need
protectors. PCs might even make a profit going
against these scumbags.

Starport:
Planetary Diameter:
Atmosphere:
Hydrographic Percentage:
Population:
Planetary Government:
Law Level:
Technological Index:
Trade Classifications:

B—Good
9,656 km (6,000 miles)
Thin
30%
10,000
Self-Perpetuating Oligarchy
4
7—Solar Power
Non-industrial,
Poor
Gas Giants in System: Yes
Bases: None

Galahad

Hex: 0607

Planet Description
This is the home planet of the Found People of God—a religious
organization that strictly controls its populace. Strangely, despite
the harshness of the religious doctrine, citizens of other planets
are starting to embrace the Found People’s teachings and their
following is growing.
For such a small world with no water, Galahad is densely-populated. The religious leadership has absolute authority, and no one is
permitted to question their decisions.
The Found People have recently supported an uprising on the planet Greenwood (hex 0610), and the leaders have now turned their
eyes toward Yavolin (hex 0608).
The Scout base on Galahad’s moon was actually mothballed by
the Scout Service some time ago, but Stellar Systems Corp. (see
Voluntara) has assigned a portion of their navy personnel to pose
as Scout Service employees and maintain the base in operational
condition, as a cover in order to spy on Galahad and the Found
People.

Adventure Seeds
Crossed a Line: So far, the Found People have played nice with
the Free Traders who land on their planet, as they need regular
deliveries of supplies. Recently, however, Captain Farai
Adebayo and his crew were arrested by the starport
authorities for “crimes against God.” A couple of
other ship captains hire the PCs to look into the
situation and see if they might be able to break
Farai and his crew out of the starport jail.
Among the Flock: The PCs are hired by
Yavolin’s ruler to infiltrate the Found People and steal whatever information they
can find on their plans for Yavolin. He believes the Found People have some way—
perhaps through psionics—to brainwash
people into joining their religion. If this
can be confirmed, then the threat they
pose will have to be taken seriously by
the Navy and the other worlds in the
sub-sector.
Emissaries: The leaders of the Found
People invite the leaders of Quarlsbury,
Rynbury, Newhome, and a few other
worlds to join them for a conclave on
Galahad to discuss the spiritual needs of
their populations. Any one of those groups
may hire the PCs as bodyguards, advisors, or
spies while they are at the meeting.

Starport:
Planetary Diameter:
Atmosphere:
Hydrographic Percentage:
Population:
Planetary Government:
Law Level:
Technological Index:
Trade Classifications:

A—Excellent
1,609 km (1,000 miles)
Thin
None
1 million
Religious Dictatorship
9
11—Fusion Power
Non-industrial,
Poor
Gas Giants in System: Yes
Bases: Scout

Yavolin

Hex: 0608

Planet Description
Yavolin is run by a wealthy merchant, Camilo Ventury, who started
as Free Trader and eventually built up a fleet of ships and started regular commercial operation across the sub-sector. He is
admired by his people as a shrewd businessman and no-nonsense
leader.
Yavolin’s ruler is allied with the Rynbury family and often works
with Wembly’s ruling family to smuggle illegal goods onto planets
with strict laws. However, he is having difficulty convincing the
Rynburys (and others) of the threat posed by Galahad (hex 0607)
and the Found People. He knows his planet is a target, and he expects the Found People have already begun to recruit from among
his the population of Yavolin.
At the moment, he’s trying to figure out how to make the Found
People religion appear unappealing to Yavolin’s citizens, because
he knows that banning it outright will only play directly into their
hands.

Adventure Seeds
Party-Time: Every five years, Ventura hosts a great gathering
of Free Traders from across the sub-sector (and sometimes
even from neighboring sub-sectors) in order to share stories,
discuss current events and trends, and reforge the brotherand sisterhood of Free Traders. Needless to say, the great
gathering is full of rivalries, spying and counter-spying,
outright theft, and crazy shenanigans. But it’s also a
huge amount of fun, and the PCs would be crazy to
miss it.
What Have We Found: Members of Found
People of God (see Galahad) are starting
to arrive on the planet and preach to the
people of Yavolin. So far, there has been
a little interest but this is exactly how
Greenwood started. Ventura is looking
to hire operatives to spy on the Found
People on his planet and see if they
are doing anything other than simply
preaching their gospel.
Go-Betweens: Ventura and Wembly’s
Family have had a falling out over a lost
shipment, and tensions are high. Ventura
knows he needs the Family on his side
(and he’s afraid of what they might do to
him), and he hires the PCs to act as go-betweens to negotiate a truce and an amicable
settlement of their disagreement.

Starport:
Planetary Diameter:
Atmosphere:
Hydrographic Percentage:
Population:
Planetary Government:
Law Level:
Technological Index:
Trade Classifications:
Gas Giants in System:
Bases:

C—Routine
4,828 km (3,000 miles)
Trace
10%
100,000
Charismatic Dictator
9
11—Fusion Power
Non-industrial
Yes
Scout

Nautaloci

Hex: 0609

Planet Description
Nautaloci is run by the government in the Allandros system (hex
0509), and combined they are the most populous political entity
in the entire sub-sector. The government is still in the process
of building the settlement on Nautaloci, which is why the Technological Index is currently lower than in the Allandros system—it
reflects the overall level of easy technological access in place at
this time.
Nautaloci is small planet, and both the flora and fauna are deadly
to humans—either toxic, violent, or both. Attempts by the settlers
to breed food-producing animals that can survive on the planet
have been met with mixed success and they are still working on
extensive breeding programs.
The fact that the atmosphere is breathable by humans is the planet’s greatest advantage, and the Allandros intend it to be a major
settlement for those who do not wish to live in the orbital cities.

Adventure Seeds
Anything listed under Allandros could be offered to PCs on
Nautaloci.
Taming the Planet: The taming of Nautaloci is a source of
endless exciting (and dangerous) adventure opportunities.
• Delivering advanced technology to Nautaloci (and avoiding pirates who would love the PCs’ cargo).
• Hunting down dangerous creatures on the surface of the planet.
• Exploring and cataloging native flora and
fauna.
• Protecting scientists or workers when
they need to head into the wilderness for
their own projects.

Starport:
Planetary Diameter:
Atmosphere:
Hydrographic Percentage:
Population:
Planetary Government:
Law Level:
Technological Index:
Trade Classifications:
Gas Giants in System:
Bases:

C—Routine
4,828 km (3,000 miles)
Standard
40%
1 billion
Impersonal Bureaucracy
6
10—Fusion Power
None
No
Scout

Greenwood

Hex: 0610

Planet Description
The people of Greenwood have recently embraced the religion
of the Found People of God, and they removed their government
leaders in favor of religious “advisors” until the Found People
priests can install their own government on the world. In the
meantime, the planet still functions as a civil service bureaucracy, but it will likely transition to a religious dictatorship within the
year.
Greenwood’s oceans are filled with uncountable species of marine
life, which are being affected by the mining operations going on
under the water’s surface. Lately, attacks by sea-life predators
have increased due to the disruption of the food chain, and many
miners have been killed. The people of Greenwood are trying to
determine how best to eliminate the predators so that they can
continue their operations.

Adventure Seeds
Attacks: What is causing the predators in the oceans to make
what seem to be almost coordinated attacks on the miners
working under the surface? Is it just the disruption in the food
chain, as most people believe, or is there something more
“fighting back” against the mining operations?
Get Me Out: A man contacts the PCs and tells them he has received a message from his friend who lives on Greenwood
and wants to leave, but is terrified of being arrested by
the Found People. He shows the PCs a video message from a man named Alfred Blom, who claims
that the Found People priests have the power
to influence the minds of their flock and turn
them into fanatics. Alfred claims he managed
to resist the influence and now just wants to
escape.
Have You Been Found?: While in a
spaceport on any other planet, a member
of the Found People named Carine
Reyer offers to hire the PCs to take
her to Greenwood. If asked about her
religion, she takes the time to explain it
to the PCs, but they cannot recall any
details of the conversation after the
fact. Psionic PCs experience splitting
headaches if they try to remember what
was said. When they reach Greenwood,
she asks them if they want to join the
Found People and they are filled with an
overwhelming sense of nausea and revulsion, but do not know why. How do they deal
with this mystery?

Starport:
Planetary Diameter:
Atmosphere:
Hydrographic Percentage:
Population:
Planetary Government:
Law Level:
Technological Index:
Trade Classifications:
Gas Giants in System:
Bases:

A—Excellent
8,047 km (5,000 miles)
Standard
80%
10,000
Civil Service Bureaucracy
7
10—Fusion Power
Non-industrial
Yes
Naval

Winter

Hex: 0703

Planet Description
Winter is a frozen world that appears to be completely uninhabited by any forms of life. However, strange waves of radiation are
being emitted from the planet in what appear to be non-random
patterns. It’s almost like a signal is broadcasting some kind of
transmission.
A team of scientists have established a small base on the planet
where they study the emanations and try to figure out whether
or not it is a form of communication from something buried deep
under the icy surface. However, the pattern is extremely complicated and they have not yet been able to determine if there is a
message there, or if it is the by-product of some kind of mechanical process going on deep underground.
Needless to say, the Navy (and by association, the Stellar Systems
Corp.) is monitoring the situation in case something valuable—or
dangerous—turns out to be the cause of the signals.

Adventure Seeds
It’s Coming: While in the Kabbulu (hex 0603), Hantash (hex
0704) or Unhallow (hex 0802) systems, the PCs detect a
strange probe of obviously-alien origin that does not respond
to any communications and travels at near light speed on a
specific heading. If the PCs calculate the direction on a starmap, they can work out it is aimed at Winter. At it’s current
incredible speed, it will arrive in the Winter system in
just under four years. What do the PCs do with this
information?
Supplies Surprise: The PCs are hired to bring
supplies to the science station on Winter.
However, shortly after landing a terrible
winter storm blows up, and the scientists
detect “things” moving out there in the
blowing snow. One of the workers who
was trapped outside is killed by the
unknown beings. Whatever they are,
they are mostly made of metal and they
are hostile. If the PCs want to get back
to their ship, they may have a fight on
their hands.

Starport:
Planetary Diameter:
Atmosphere:
Hydrographic Percentage:
Population:
Planetary Government:
Law Level:
Technological Index:
Trade Classifications:
Gas Giants in System:
Bases:

E—Frontier
12,875 km (8,000 miles)
Dense
60%
100
Civil Service Bureaucracy
9
8—Fusion Power
Non-industrial
Yes
None

Hantash

Hex: 0704

Planet Description
The Hantash—the planet is named for the species—are highly-intelligent humanoid aliens with winged arms and feathers,
hollow-bones, wickedly-sharp talons, and beak-like mouths. They
vaguely resemble humanoid birds of prey, such as falcons.
The Hantash are highly religious, worshiping an ancestor god that
they believe created their race out of clouds and sticks, and their
lives are strictly regimented. They must pray to their god at every
dawn and dusk, and they believe species from other planets are the
manifest dreams of elder beings that existed before time itself.
Despite their primitive-sounding religious beliefs, they understand
technology and physical sciences, and have established an advanced industrial civilization.
The Hantash rarely leave their home-world, and finding a member
of their species elsewhere is extremely unusual.

Adventure Seeds
Birds of Pray: The Found People of God have declared the
Hantash to be abominations and that their religion is blasphemous. The Hantash ignored the Found People’s declaration, but
recently a Free Trader ship flew into the planet’s atmosphere,
did not respond to any hails, and crashed into a Hantash
temple, killing dozens of people. Records indicate it was
hired by two members of the Found People on Galahad
(hex 0607). The Hantash have declared all members
of the Found People to be banned from their world.
Is this the beginning of a religious war in the
sub-sector?
Exception to the Rule: The Hantash almost
never leave their world, but there are
always exceptions. The PCs are hired to
provide passage to a Hantash who wants
to see other planets and meet other races such as the Kabbulu and the Wisps.
What could possibly go wrong?
Kidnapped: A member of the Hantash
race has gone missing, and the last
know location they were seen was at the
spaceport. Evidence is found that points
to a struggle—an apparent kidnapping.
Why would someone want to kidnap a
Hantash? And does this relate to a recent
apparent kidnapping on Kabbulu?

Starport:
Planetary Diameter:
Atmosphere:
Hydrographic Percentage:
Population:
Planetary Government:
Law Level:
Technological Index:
Trade Classifications:

C—Routine
11,265 km (7,000 miles)
Thin, tainted
30%
10 billion
Religious Dictatorship
9
10—Fusion Power
Industrial,
Poor
Gas Giants in System: Yes
Bases: None

Koujatut

Hex: 0707

Planet Description
The planet Koujatut was founded by the pirate Shin Miyamoto, who
decided to retire from pirating and become the king of his own
world. He established a settlement and provided a safe haven for
allies he had made throughout his career.
Unfortunately, Shin was not a great leader and mismanagement
resulted in the loss of knowledge of more advanced technology,
reducing their Technological Index to 7. His daughter, Natsuki, now
runs the planet and intends to improve the settlements and regain
what has been lost.
Koujatut is allied with Rynbury (hex 0507), the first step in what
Natsuki sees as a return to greatness. She is also closely allied
with Wembly’s ruling family through the marriage of her younger
brother to one of the daughters of that family.

Adventure Seeds
Starports 101: The starport that was once on the planet was
never very good, but it was better than nothing. Natsuki sees
the reopening of the starport as the first major project. She
needs supplies, equipment, and know-how, and is willing to pay
well for all three. She’s also not above getting what she wants
through threats, blackmail or outright kidnapping if necessary.
Swords into Plowshares: Natsuki understands that, in
order to increase trade, she needs to increase exports.
However, she doesn’t have the funding necessary to
improve the agricultural production on the planet.
She offers the PCs a job to travel to Bitan and
buy, borrow or steal some of the advanced
farming equipment on that planet in a hope
she can reverse-engineer and replicate
what they bring back.
Playing Both Sides: Even though allied
with Rynbury, Natsuki sees no reason
not to see if she can find ways to make
friends with Allandros—and perhaps get
her hands on some advanced technology in the process. She needs discreet
operatives who can take her ambassador to Allandros and help negotiate
favorable trade terms, while making
sure no members of Wembly’s Family organization stumble onto the discussions.
But the criminal group has eyes and ears
everywhere, and they won’t appreciate
being kept in the dark about Natsuki’s plans.

Starport:
Planetary Diameter:
Atmosphere:
Hydrographic Percentage:
Population:
Planetary Government:
Law Level:
Technological Index:
Trade Classifications:

E—Frontier
11,265 km (7,000 miles)
Dense
50%
100,000
Feudal Technocracy
4
7—Solar Power
Agricultural,
Non-industrial
Gas Giants in System: Yes
Bases: None

Brandon’s Star

Hex: 0709

Planet Description
Brandon’s Star is the name of the star, and the planet is named
B4—being the fourth planet out from the sun.
The people of Brandon’s Star are currently under control of the
Found People of God (see Galahad). Recently, agents of the Found
People arrested and imprisoned the government leaders of Brandon’s Star for “crimes against God.” Precisely what these “degenerate acts” were, no one is saying.
The planet is small, almost entirely without water, and with barely
any atmosphere. Originally founded by speculators, they have
been scratching out a living on the planet and barely keeping their
settlement going. Now, with the Found People in charge, no one
knows what is going to happen to the settlement. Even if they had
ships, the Found People are in control of the spaceport and are not
letting any other ships land on the planet.
Rumors are running rampant as to why the Found People took such
a sudden interest in this world, and why, precisely, the leaders of
Brandon’s Star have been arrested.

Adventure Seeds
Extraction: Those willing to go against the Found People could
make some money helping the miners trapped on the planet escape their new rulers. The Found People don’t have enough
ships to blockade the planet, and ship captains willing
to land elsewhere on the surface could probably get
away with transporting the miners somewhere
else. Of course, that assumes that everything
goes perfectly...
A Prize for the People: One of the rumors
about the Found People is that they are
searching for some ancient, lost temple
where holy writings could be found. Is
this why they suddenly invaded Brandon’s
Star? If so, what if someone could find
the temple—and the holy writings—
first? Could this reveal the secrets of
the Found People? How valuable, and
how dangerous, could these writings
be?

Starport:
Planetary Diameter:
Atmosphere:
Hydrographic Percentage:
Population:
Planetary Government:
Law Level:
Technological Index:
Trade Classifications:

D—Poor
3,219 km (2,000 miles)
Thin, tainted
10%
1,000
Captive Government
7
9—Fusion Power
Non-industrial,
Poor
Gas Giants in System: Yes
Bases: None

Mindava

Hex: 0710

Planet Description
Mindava is a water world, with only a handful of small, floating
settlements scattered across its surface. The people of Mindava
mostly fish and sell their catches to Free Traders who occasionally
stop at the planet.
The need to use re-breathers due to the tainted atmosphere,
combined with the lack of land, makes this planet unappealing to
most travelers.
The Scout base on the planet’s single moon is well-stocked, as
Scout ships use it as the last refueling and resupply stop before
heading out to explore the neighboring sub-sector.

Adventure Seeds
The Lost Captain: Legends tell of the World Seed, a colony
ship that came out this way almost two hundred years ago, but
that disappeared somewhere in this sub-sector. It has never
been found, despite being the object of searches for all this
time, and many believe it was completely destroyed—perhaps
falling into a star and being utterly consumed. Recent rumors
tell of an elderly man that has been fishing the seas of Mindava
for fifty years, since the first settlers arrived on the planet.
The stories say he hasn’t aged a day in all that time. Apparently, another fisherman noticed a worn patch on a set of
ancient coveralls in the old man’s boat that said “Capt.
Wechler” which was the name of the Captain of the
World Seed ship. Could this possibly be the same
man, almost two hundred years later? If so, how
has lived so long and what does he know about
the fate of the World Seed?
Scout’s Out: A Scout who recently returned from the next sub-sector started
acting strangely—downloading all the information about this sub-sector he could
get his hands on, refusing to allow any
medical examinations, ignoring any messages from family or friends, etc. Once
he had gathered everything he could, he
returned to his Scout ship and jumped
out of the system without authorization.
Where is he going, and what is he doing
with all that information?

Starport:
Planetary Diameter:
Atmosphere:
Hydrographic Percentage:
Population:
Planetary Government:
Law Level:
Technological Index:
Trade Classifications:
Gas Giants in System:
Bases:

D—Poor
14,484 km (9,000 miles)
Dense, tainted
100% (water world)
10,000
Balkanization
8
6—Fission Power
Non-industrial
Yes
Scout

Arbritola

Hex: 0801

Planet Description
Arbritola is a sparsely-populated planet that was settled by explorers almost 50 standard years ago. Something on the planet has
had a negative effect on the settlers, though, and they seem to be
regressing to a more primitive people as time goes on.
They have already lost knowledge of how to use a great deal of
technology, and their bodies are slowly changing, becoming more
hunched and brutish-looking.
Whatever is causing these changes doesn’t seem to affect an
individual if he or she spends less than a month on the surface, but
any longer than that, and the regression begins to manifest.
The birth rate has also dropped off dramatically, and so the population continues to shrink as it ages. In another 50 years, there
may be no one left.

Adventure Seeds
Science Trip: A group of scientists from Allandros want to
come to Arbritola and study whatever is affecting the people
on that planet. PCs are offered the job of escorting—and
protecting—the group while they are on the surface. However,
while on Arbritola, a group of more than 50 settlers go crazy
and attack the spaceport, smashing anything they can and
killing anyone they find in an orgy of blood-lust. Can the
PCs keep their patrons safe during the attack?
Dinos: Communications with one of the small
settlements is lost, and the PCs are hired to go
investigate. When they arrive, the buildings are
smashed and a few mangled bodies are found,
along with huge footprints that resemble
those of a two-legged dinosaur. No one
has ever reported seeing dinosaur-like
creatures on the planet before—what
creature could have caused all this
destruction?

Starport:
Planetary Diameter:
Atmosphere:
Hydrographic Percentage:
Population:
Planetary Government:
Law Level:
Technological Index:
Trade Classifications:
Gas Giants in System:
Bases:

D—Poor
8.047 km (5,000 miles)
Very thin, tainted
50%
100,000
Impersonal Bureaucracy
9
5—Oil Power
Non-industrial
No
None

Unhallow

Hex: 0802

Planet Description
Unhallow is a strange planet. The population has discovered
signs of some ancient—but human—civilization in ruins scattered across the planet. The world is hot and hellish, with
constant volcanic and seismic activity.
But the strangest feature of Unhallow is that it appears to be
haunted. Thousands of people have, at one time or another, encountered what appear to be ghosts. These ghosts are believed
to be from the original civilization on the planet.
When a ghost appears, it is almost always screaming and fleeing
from something, a look of terror upon its face. On the rare occasions a ghost behaves differently, it seems to be wandering, lost,
searching for something. A few people have tried to communicate to the ghosts, with no success.

Adventure Seeds
Ghostbusters: The government of Unhallow would love to find
a science-based explanation for the ghost sightings. PCs could
be hired by government representatives or by locals to explore
the ruins and see if they can find out the cause of these
strange phenomena. Are the ghosts psychic echoes of those
earlier inhabitants? Or are they real people trapped in a parallel dimension that is bleeding over into ours? Or perhaps they
are actually tormented souls of the damned, being tortured
by some unholy being that lives in the lava wastes.
Relic Hunters: Many undiscovered ruins remain
on Unhallow, and there are still valuables to be
found. PCs could mount their own expedition
into the lava wastes among the volcanic
mountains, or be hired to explore a particular location and retrieve a specific treasure. They are sure to encounter many
ghosts among the ruins, but the ghosts
cannot actually harm living people. At
least, that has been the case so far...
Eruption: It appears a long-dormant
volcano has started to give signs of
an impending eruption, threatening a
nearby settlement. The city needs to be
evacuated, and the population needs all
the help they can get. Any ships in the
area are requested to help, but some
people may become desperate and try to
hijack a ship that lands.

Starport:
Planetary Diameter:
Atmosphere:
Hydrographic Percentage:
Population:
Planetary Government:
Law Level:
Technological Index:
Trade Classifications:

B—Good
9,656 km (6,000 miles)
Thin, tainted
30%
1 million
Representative Democracy
5
8—Fusion Power
Non-industrial,
Poor
Gas Giants in System: Yes
Bases: Naval

Last Chance

Hex: 0804

Planet Description
Last Chance is a small world covered in what appears to be petrified forests. The surface is dusty and covered in a white, powdery
substance that soon coats every surface.
Like the planet Greenwood (hex 0610), a large segment of the population has recently converted to the religion known as the Found
People of God. This faction has taken control of the government in
a bloody coup, and most of the previous government personnel are
either dead or imprisoned.
However, those who are not part of the Found People have decided
to fight back, and the cities are now battlegrounds as each side
tries to establish control. So far, the tactics have remained on the
scale of anti-personnel weapons, as neither side wants to destroy
the infrastructure on the planet. So snipers crawl the rooftops and
small gangs of armed squads move from cover to cover as they
search for enemy combatants.
Aside from Free Traders who are trying to make a profit from the
conflict, many mercenary groups are remaining away from this
planet. The Found People do not hire those not of their faith, and
right now no one wants to get on the wrong side of their religion.

Adventure Seeds
Mercs: The PCs could offer their services to the rebels
on Last Chance to help drive off the Found People from
their planet. Missions could include the following:
• Training: Most of the people on the planet
are not soldiers, and they need training on
guerrilla fighting tactics.
• Equipment & Weapons: The Found People
took control of the military facilities,
so the rebels need guns, ammunition,
medical supplies, and other equipment.
This could be brought in from another
planet, or the PCs could help support
a raid of a military installation.
• Intel Gathering: Spying on enemies
is an important element of any
rebellion, and PCs could perform any
number of missions to gain valuable
intel on the Found People’s forces.
• Fighting: PCs willing to get into the
thick of things could fight on behalf
of the rebels. These will generally be
surgical strikes on key targets rather
than pitched battles.

Starport:
Planetary Diameter:
Atmosphere:
Hydrographic Percentage:
Population:
Planetary Government:
Law Level:
Technological Index:
Trade Classifications:
Gas Giants in System:
Bases:

E—Frontier
4,828 km (3,000 miles)
Thin
30%
100 million
Captive Government
4
6—Fission Power
Poor
Yes
None

Ishtara

Hex: 0806

Planet Description
Ishtara sits on one of the only space lanes into the next sub-sector
in this direction. Most of their resources are dedicated to maintaining the Class A spaceport.
So far, Ishtara has managed to stay out of the struggles among
Quarlsbury, Rynbury, and the Found People of God. However, it
is only a matter of time before one of those factions decides the
world is valuable enough to hold.
The Navy base is a great orbital platform and acts as a natural
deterrent to attempts at invasion from other factions. Whether
the Navy would step in if another planet tried to annex Ishtara is
an open question—certainly anyone holding an alliance with Stellar
Systems Corp. would have an advantage.
Ishtara itself has no natural life beyond bacteria due to its thin
atmosphere.

Adventure Seeds
First Contact: An alien ship arrives in the Ishtara system and
begins broadcasting a signal in an unknown language. It puts
itself in orbit around the planet, but does not attempt to land
at the spaceport. Anyone with good linguistic skills could be
offered a job to help translate communications with this new
race. And whoever manages to make first-contact with the
aliens will have a leg up on any trade that might soon
take place...
Terrorists: While the PCs are at the spaceport,
unknown terrorists set off a series of bombs
that destroy buildings, cause fires, and kill
hundreds. Do the PCs get caught up in the
panicking mobs, or do they help manage
the situation and rescue those trapped in
the burning buildings? This is an opportunity for them to become heroes on
Ishtara.
Belle of the Ball: Ambassadors from
Quarlsbury and Rynbury, along with
corporate offices of SSC and a temple
of the Found People are all on Ishtara.
They are currently all jockeying for
position among themselves, and acts
of spying, sabotage, and assassinations
are regular occurrences. So far, no one
has an upper hand over any other faction,
and Ishtara’s leader has been successfully
playing them off against one-another. The
PCs could get involved in maintaining the
delicate balance, or upsetting the status quo in
one side’s favor.

Starport:
Planetary Diameter:
Atmosphere:
Hydrographic Percentage:
Population:
Planetary Government:
Law Level:
Technological Index:
Trade Classifications:

A—Excellent
9,656 km (6,000 miles)
Thin
30%
1 million
Charismatic Dictator
9
8—Fusion Power
Non-industrial,
Poor
Gas Giants in System: Yes
Bases: Naval

Everlong

Hex: 0807

Planet Description
Everlong is an isolated planet, with no spaceport and no space
lanes connecting it with other systems.
The surface of Everlong is almost entirely covered in ice, and the
people live in extended caverns under the surface of the planet.
The ice sits on top of vast oceans, which the people of Everlong
traverse in underwater vehicles similar to 20th-century submarines.
Only a small group within the government is aware of the nearby
planets and their own civilizations. This knowledge is kept from the
general population under the belief that it would cause panic and
place undue stress on their society.
Only the leader of Ishtara and a few of her most trusted aides are
aware of the civilization living under the ice of Everlong. They have
not made direct contact, however, as they see no benefit in doing
so yet. Even the Navy and the Scouts are unaware of Everlong’s
population.

Adventure Seeds
Explorers: The PCs could be hired by Natsuki Miyamoto (see
Koujatut) to explore Everlong and determine if there are any
valuables to be mined or otherwise extracted from the planet.
Chemicals in the ice mess up deep scans, so they should
not be able to easily discover the civilization under the
ice without landing and exploring. But should they
discover the single, small military base on the
surface, they could be the first off-worlders to
make contact with the people of Everlong.
Rescue Mission: The PCs are hired by a
merchant on Ishtara (hex 0806) to find a
missing Free Trader that is long overdue
to return. The Captain of the missing ship
had planned to go to Everlong to see if
there were any opportunities there. Unfortunately, he experienced a mis-jump
that severely damaged his ship, forcing
him to crash-land on the planet’s
surface. His ship is intact but cannot
fly, and he has only a couple weeks of
supplies left. Can the PCs find him and
rescue him in time?

Starport:
Planetary Diameter:
Atmosphere:
Hydrographic Percentage:
Population:
Planetary Government:
Law Level:
Technological Index:
Trade Classifications:

X—None
6,437 km (4,000 miles)
Thin, tainted
20%
1 billion
Non-Charismatic Leader
9
5—Oil Power
Industrial,
Poor
Gas Giants in System: Yes
Bases: None

Quitoxe

Hex: 0809

Planet Description
Quitoxe is a planet covered in thick jungles. The constant dampness
and general difficulty of maintaining working machinery in this
environment limits the technology they may produce or repair.
There are at least a dozen different settlements on Quitoxe, each
with its own government. The people are generally self-sufficient
and hardy, and harvesting of Quixote trees is a common occupation. The requirement to use re-breathers in the tainted atmosphere only adds to the hardship of living here.
The planet’s location and limited trade routes means it is not
valued by any of the factions in this cluster, and so it has been left
alone to fend for itself.

Adventure Seeds
Lions and Tigers and Bears: Predators are always a problem
in the jungles of Quitoxe, and experienced hunters are in high
demand. PCs with appropriate skills could make a decent profit
keeping the workers safe while they harvest the trees.
Cry of the Trees: It is getting more difficult to cut down the
trees on Quitoxe. Mishaps are becoming more commonplace,
equipment is breaking more often, workers are making more
mistakes, and people are starting to become superstitious.
Some claim the trees are sentient are making these things
happen somehow. Others are worried that the tainted
atmosphere is to blame and that their re-breathers
are simply not good enough. But those with psionic
potential are starting to have vivid dreams of
walking among the trees as strange voices tell
them to stop despoiling the jungles. Are the
trees sentient? If so, are they psionic as
well? What is causing all these disruptions
to their operations?
Sneak Attack: The various settlements
on Quitoxe have peaceful interactions
and rarely find themselves at odds.
But recently, one of the settlements
was attacked by unknown forces and
completely destroyed. It appears there
were no survivors, and the weapons
used were typical guns and explosives
in common use on the planet. Now,
everyone is worried that one of the settlements has attacked another, but no one
is owning up to the act. PCs could be hired
to investigate the situation, and perhaps
spy on the other settlements to discover the
culprit.

Starport:
Planetary Diameter:
Atmosphere:
Hydrographic Percentage:
Population:
Planetary Government:
Law Level:
Technological Index:
Trade Classifications:
Gas Giants in System:
Bases:

D—Poor
9,656 km (6,000 miles)
Dense, tainted
50%
10,000
Balkanization
8
4—Coal Power
Non-industrial
Yes
None

Hethgra

Hex: 0810

Planet Description
The people of Hethgra discovered an ancient facility buried under
one of the mountains in the southern region of the planet, and
made the mistake of awakening the automated systems within.
The A.I. that had once run the planet became aware of the people
who had settled on this world, and quickly took over all computer
systems and remote machinery.
Now the A.I. controls the planet. It uses the surveillance systems to
monitor the people and ensure that no one does anything against
it. It has abolished almost all laws, and while it allows the government to manage the planet’s infrastructure, ultimately it makes all
decisions.
So far, the people have kept on as normal, but it is only a matter of
time before someone decides to fight back against the A.I. master.
Visitors to the planet have no idea what’s going on behind the
scenes.
The A.I. has tasked a portion of the population to improve the
spaceport until it reaches Class A. It then plans to establish space
lanes to the other neighboring sub-sectors, and thus make Hethgra
a hub for travel.

Adventure Seeds
Upgrades: The planet will need resources from off-world
in order to get the spaceport up to Class “A” status.
PCs could find themselves delivering equipment and
workers to Hethgra for this project. And once on
the planet, PCs with appropriate skills could be
offered jobs to help upgrade the spaceport
itself.
Plea for Help: While on the planet, someone sneaks aboard their ship in order to
talk to them without being seen by the
A.I. He reveals the situation and begs to
be taken off the planet. But spaceport
security soon arrives and impounds the
PCs ship until they can arrest the man
who talked to them. The PCs are also
brought in for questioning about what
he told them. How will they regain their
freedom?
Hacked: After visiting Hethgra, the PCs’
computer systems occasionally show
glitches that indicate something might be
wrong. If they investigate, they find that
their systems have been hacked and there
is no easy way to get rid of the virus. The A.I.
has decided to use the PCs ship, but what does it
plan to do with them?

Starport:
Planetary Diameter:
Atmosphere:
Hydrographic Percentage:
Population:
Planetary Government:
Law Level:
Technological Index:
Trade Classifications:
Gas Giants in System:
Bases:

C—Routine
12,875 km (8,000 miles)
Exotic
70%
10,000
Captive Government
1
6—Fission Power
Non-industrial
Yes
None

